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Hypothesis in 
Teaching & 
Learning



What does it look like to
annotate with Hypothesis?



Hypothesis makes reading

Active
“I want students to learn the 

profits and pleasures of 
careful, engaged reading...

Hypothesis finally delivers on 
the promise of digital 

annotation.”

Lawrence Hanley, Professor, 
Department of English, San 
Francisco State University

Visible
"Their annotations give me a 

window to their thoughts and 
understandings that I couldn't 
access otherwise... I wouldn’t 

get this depth of interaction in 
a threaded discussion.”

Linda Parsons, Associate 
Professor, The Ohio State 

University

Social
"Hypothesis is my literary 

Facebook. When I’m reading I 
sometimes wonder, does 

anyone actually understand 
this? Am I crazy? With this 
brilliant tool I know I’m not 

alone.”

Shannon Griffiths, Student, 
Plymouth State University



Case Study - UT Austin

Hypothesis sustains student engagement 5x+ longer on texts

H cohort saw more than
50% of students engage 
36 days or more

Non-H cohort saw 50% of 
students engage with 
book 7 days or less Reading helps students be prepared before they come to 

lecture. This semester, after using Hypothesis, when I pose 
questions during lecture, I get responses that say, “Oh, they 
understood the basics.” When they're reading, we're already a 
step ahead and what we can do is solve problems that are a 
little bit more difficult.

- Viranga Perera, Physics Professor, UT Austin 

The amount of engagement Viranga got from his students is 
outstanding. Upper echelon across all of VitalSource.

- Nick Brown, VP Product Management, VitalSource

7
Median days 
active w/o H

36
Median days 
active w/ H



Case Study - Ohio State University

Hypothesis drives increases engagement, comprehension, and persistence

The majority of the descriptions that I heard were 
excellent, indicating that the students had a good 
knowledge of both the experimental techniques 
and the significance of the results presented in this 
paper. It was impressive to find this level of 
understanding regarding a sophisticated paper 
from a class of students.

- Nicholas Denton, Pharmacy Professor, The 
Ohio State University 

25%
Increase in 

Comprehension

83%
Increase in 

Engagement



Research shows Hypothesis’ effectiveness

Formal research confirms what we’ve 
already learned from dozens of surveys: 

Over 70% of Students say: 

- It helps them learn
- It helps them feel connected 
- It helps them “work through ideas together”

Note: This is with today’s basic functionality

“Impressive educational benefits” shown in preliminary findings.

Fleerackers, Alperin, Morales and Kalir 2019 - Engaging Students with Social Annotation
https://www.scholcommlab.ca/2019/08/27/social-annotation/

https://www.scholcommlab.ca/2019/08/27/social-annotation/


Hands on 
Hypothesis



Enroll in the Hypothesis Canvas course

1. Open this link: 
https://hypothesis.ins
tructure.com/enroll/M
DGN6K

2. Enter your email address
3. Select ‘I am a new user’
4. Enter your full name
5. Select ‘I agree to the 

Acceptable Use Policy’
6. Select ‘I’m not a robot’
7. Select ‘Enroll in Course’



Hypothesis in 
Canvas



Make your course documents 
annotatable

● Students signed in 
automatically

● Private groups 
created for 
courses



Make YouTube videos annotatable

● Annotate YouTube 
video transcripts 
while watching a 
video



Grade annotation “sets” in SpeedGrader



Use Canvas Group Sets for small group 
work

https://web.hypothes.is/help/using-canvas-groups-to-create-hypothesis-reading-groups/


Getting started 
with Hypothesis 
social annotation



PDFs

Webpages & online articles

JSTOR & VS articles/e-texts YouTube video transcripts

Open textbooks & OER

What can you annotate?



https://

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetur adipiscing 
elit, sed do eiusmod tempor 
incididunt ut labore et 
dolore magna aliqua.

What can you put in an annotation?

Text

Links Videos

Emojis
Help docs on adding links/images and adding videos to annotations

😹👍❤
👾

Equations

Images

Tags #thesis
YouTube

Vimeo

https://web.hypothes.is/help/adding-links-and-images-to-your-annotations/
https://web.hypothes.is/help/adding-videos-to-your-annotations/


PDFs must have a selectable 
text layer

If you can’t select text, copy, and paste, you 
can’t annotate (more on PDF text layers)

https://web.hypothes.is/help/how-to-ocr-optimize-pdfs/


Hypothesis in Canvas Resources

▪ How to set up Hypothesis readings through Canvas Modules
▪ How to set up Hypothesis readings through Canvas 

Assignments
▪ How to annotate YouTube videos with Hypothesis in Canvas
▪ How to grade Hypothesis annotations in Canvas
▪ Using Group Sets with Hypothesis in Canvas
▪ A student guide to Hypothesis in Canvas

More here.

https://web.hypothes.is/help/using-the-hypothesis-app-with-modules-in-canvas/
https://web.hypothes.is/help/using-the-hypothesis-app-with-assignments-in-canvas/
https://web.hypothes.is/help/using-the-hypothesis-app-with-assignments-in-canvas/
https://web.hypothes.is/help/annotating-youtube-videos-with-the-hypothesis-lms-app/
https://web.hypothes.is/help/grading-student-annotations-in-canvas/
https://web.hypothes.is/help/using-canvas-groups-to-create-hypothesis-reading-groups/#:~:text=Hypothesis%20allows%20you%20to%20create,your%20own%20student%20reading%20groups.
https://web.hypothes.is/help/introduction-to-the-hypothesis-lms-app-for-students/
https://web.hypothes.is/help-categories/canvas/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JgyOcXIB5Pk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ioeA5C5gsUA


Hypothesis Teaching and 
Learning Resources

General Hypothesis resources useful to 
teacher and students:

▪ Annotation tips for students
▪ An Illustrated Guide to Annotation 

Types
▪ Adding Images, Videos, and Links to 

your Annotations
▪ Partner-created Resources
▪ Examples of classroom use

More here.

https://hypothes.is/annotation-tips-for-students/
https://web.hypothes.is/blog/varieties-of-hypothesis-annotations-and-their-uses/
https://web.hypothes.is/blog/varieties-of-hypothesis-annotations-and-their-uses/
https://hypothes.is/adding-links-images-and-videos/
https://hypothes.is/adding-links-images-and-videos/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1s0lqElQ_z9d16fSnamd4GTkpVuBlB31jtC3umJ5m0Z0/edit?usp=sharing
https://web.hypothes.is/examples-of-classroom-use/
https://web.hypothes.is/teacher-resource-guide/


Hypothesis in 
the Classroom



Annotate in face-to-face classes…

Use annotations as a 
springboard.
Open with an annotation 
summary activity.



…or in fully online classes
Replace your discussion 
boards.
Use annotation as a space to 
invite the student voice and 
build community.



Start by 
annotating the 
syllabus.
Set expectations.
Provide space for questions.
Practice annotating.

https://web.hypothes.is/syllabus-annotation-assignment/
https://web.hypothes.is/syllabus-annotation-assignment/
https://web.hypothes.is/syllabus-annotation-assignment/
https://web.hypothes.is/syllabus-annotation-assignment/


Guide your 
students 
through the 
reading. 
Model annotations.
Ask questions.
Provide clarification. 

https://web.hypothes.is/academic-article-annotation-assignment/
https://web.hypothes.is/academic-article-annotation-assignment/
https://web.hypothes.is/academic-article-annotation-assignment/
https://web.hypothes.is/academic-article-annotation-assignment/


Open the reading 
for a seminar-style 
discussion online.
Create discussion threads.
Anchor the conversation in 
text.

https://web.hypothes.is/general-annotation-assignment/
https://web.hypothes.is/general-annotation-assignment/
https://web.hypothes.is/general-annotation-assignment/
https://web.hypothes.is/general-annotation-assignment/


Have students 
annotate your 
lecture.
Provide space for questions
Clarify course concepts.

https://web.hypothes.is/lecture-annotation-assignment/
https://web.hypothes.is/lecture-annotation-assignment/
https://web.hypothes.is/lecture-annotation-assignment/
https://web.hypothes.is/lecture-annotation-assignment/


Hypothesis Starter 
Assignments
Assignment instructions that are ready 
to use or adapt in your courses

▪ Annotation starter assignments
▫ Some examples:

▸ General annotation assignment
▸ Instructions for annotating 

using group roles
▸ Annotation assignment for 

STEM texts

https://web.hypothes.is/annotation-starter-assignments/
https://web.hypothes.is/general-annotation-assignment/
https://web.hypothes.is/annotation-assignment-annotating-with-group-roles/
https://web.hypothes.is/annotation-assignment-annotating-with-group-roles/
https://web.hypothes.is/stem-annotation-assignment/
https://web.hypothes.is/stem-annotation-assignment/


Hypothesis 
Partnership 
Program



Pedagogical support
Custom training and instructional design

▪ 1:1 instructional design consultations
▪ Webinars

More partner resources

▪ Check out our faculty panel discussions, 
Liquid Margins, for inspiration

▪ Find assignment ideas in Resources for 
Social Annotation

▪ Join the Hypothesis Educator Forum
▪ Technical support from 

support@hypothes.is

https://meetings.hubspot.com/christie-decarolis/hypothesis-instructor-success-meeting
https://web.hypothes.is/liquid-margins/
http://web.hypothes.is/resources
http://web.hypothes.is/resources
https://join.slack.com/t/hypothesisedu-7004497/shared_invite/zt-1k2oh0tlf-OqTldkAo9VJX6hRfrKBVkQ
mailto:support@hypothes.is


Hypothesis Academy
▪ Earn a Hypothesis Certified Educator 

Credential
▪ Hypothesis Academy are two-week 

asynchronous courses designed to 
teach you not only how to use the 
Hypothesis tool, but how to design 
social annotation assignments to best 
support your students’ learning.

▫ Social Annotation 101
▫ Social Annotation in the Age of AI

▪ Learn more and register for the next 
cohort

https://web.hypothes.is/hypothesis-academy/
https://web.hypothes.is/hypothesis-academy/


Tuesdays at 10am PT/1pm ET 

Activating 
Annotation in 

your LMS

Creative ways 
to use social 
annotation

Using 
multimedia 
and tags in 
annotation

Show-and-tell 
participatory 

workshop

Annotate your 
syllabus

Using 
Hypothesis 
with small 

groups

Grading and 
feedback for 

social 
annotation

Annotating in 
STEM subjects

Register for our Partner Workshops

https://web.hypothes.is/education/hypothesis-partner-workshops/


Thank you!
cdecarolis@hypothes.is
gina@hypothes.is

mailto:cdecarolis@hypothes.is
mailto:gina@hypothes.is

